Turbulent jets are utilized in various industrial devices such as combustors and ejectors. To control jets and enhance mixing, several devices have been developed, and mixing process also has been studied. For the practical applications, such devices should be simple, reasonable and durable. In this study, a flapping jet is focused for mixing passively. The flapping jet is a self-induced oscillating flow which emerges from a fluidic device. The fluidic device used here is referred to by and it consists of a slit and a rectangular duct. The objectives of this study are to specify occurring condition of the flapping jet and to clarify the characteristics and the mechanism of it by means of flow visualization and velocity measurement. It is found that the flapping jet occurs depending on the rectangular nozzle dimension, and periodic flapping occurs when the ratio of duct width to slit width is about 1.6 and the ratio of duct height to duct length is 0.4~0.65. It is noticed that flapping frequency depends on the dimension of the duct and Strouhal number is almost constant against Reynolds number, but it decreases with an increase in duct height. It also becomes apparent that the flapping jet spreads widely and the half width becomes about 3 times wider than that of no flapping. In addition, the deflection of flapping jet is revealed to be caused by the vortex in the rectangular duct, which is generated between the main flow and the reverse flow from the outside of the rectangular duct.
Tollmien (2 dimensional 減衰を示しており，x/d=2~8 は特性減衰領域，x/d＞8 は軸対称型減衰領域である．矩形筒をつけた場合，筒を出 た後は，いずれも軸対称型減衰領域と同じ割合で減衰する． Fig. 13 Half width. The half width increases linearly in the downstream and the jets with duct spread about 3 times wider than that without duct. Fig. 12 Dimensionless velocity profile. In the case without duct, the jet becomes similar at x/d=2 in y direction. However, in the case with duct, longer distance is needed to become similar velocity profile in y direction. On the other hand, the profile in z direction approaches to the theoretical curve quickly. 
Case C H=48mm W=24mm L=80mm
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